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ABSTRACT: The cirrus-level ‘condensation trails’ (contrails) produced by jet aircraft often occur as
sub-regional-scale ‘outbreaks’ of multiple contrails, suggested as contributing to post ~1965 climate trends in parts of the US and Europe. Several previously-developed, satellite-image based
contrail spatial inventories for the conterminous US (CONUS) revealed regional-scale differences
in frequency. However, the use of such geographically-fixed regions was not ideal for climate
studies. As a first step towards determining the potential climate impacts of contrail outbreaks for
the CONUS, we develop maps of overlapping (in time, space) outbreak occurrences —‘overlaps’—
by applying GIS to a recent period (2000–2002) satellite-image derived inventory for mid-season
months. The higher-frequency outbreak overlap regions undergo substantial between-season variations in magnitude and extent that reflect an association with upper-tropospheric temperature
gradients and winds. Overlap maps generated for additional mid-season months in 2008–2009
indicate the inter-annual variability of the outbreak regionalization. To clarify the role of uppertroposphere synoptic meteorological conditions in contrail outbreak occurrence, we form composites — multi-case averages — for the sub-region of maximum overlap frequency in each midseason month. Regional and seasonal variations in the relative roles of ‘thermo-dynamic’ (here,
temperature, humidity) and ‘dynamic’ (vertical motion of air, horizontal wind) controls in outbreaks
are identified. Last, we demonstrate potential utility of the spatial overlap method by deriving fallseason surface station trends (1951–1993) of sky cover variables for contrasting high versus low
contrail and overlap frequency grid cells in the eastern CONUS. These suggest a contrail contribution to recent high-cloud increases, notably for the Midwest.
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Trends
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The ice crystal clouds produced by airplane jet
engines — contrails — represent a direct anthropogenic influence on upper-troposphere (UT) water
and radiation budgets (e.g. Minnis 2002, Schumann
2005, Yang et al. 2010). Over middle-latitude re-

gions having a high density of commercial flights
(e.g. Europe, the USA), contrails typically occur as
clusters, or outbreaks, on spatial scales of at least
1 × 103 km2 and enduring over ~1 to 6 h (Carleton
& Lamb 1986, Duda et al. 2001, 2004, Carleton et
al. 2008). Persisting contrails (Minnis et al. 1998)
and outbreaks are a focus of climate change studies
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at regional scales (e.g. Liepert 1997, Sassen 1997,
Sausen et al. 1998, Minnis et al. 2004, Stuber et al.
2006, Wuebbles et al. 2007), and even globally
(Marquart et al. 2003, Burkhardt & Kärcher 2011).
Because of their location in the UT, and the lower
stratosphere in winter and over higher latitudes
(e.g. Grassl 1990, his Fig. 1), contrails significantly
perturb both the incoming solar and outgoing longwave radiation streams (Rädel & Shine 2008, Solomon et al. 2010). An improved understanding of
contrails’ role in climate and its recent trends presupposes knowledge of their patterns of occurrence
and spatio-temporal variability, as related to both jet
aircraft flight patterns and UT synoptic conditions
(Nakanishi et al. 2001, Carleton & Travis in press).
Ultimately, such knowledge — available in near-real
time — could be used to help reduce contrail incidence and its climate impacts (e.g. Penner et al.
1999, Wuebbles et al. 2010) through modification
of individual flight paths and/or plane altitudes
(Williams et al. 2003, Lee et al. 2009). As a first step
towards this goal, our previous study (Carleton et al.
2008) determined the spatial climatology of jet contrail outbreaks for all mid-season months (January,
April, July, October) combined of the period 2000−
2002, and the UT synoptic climatology of geographic
regions having high outbreak frequencies on such
an ‘annual’-averaged basis. The present study builds
on that earlier study in the following important
ways: (1) we present contrail outbreak statistics and
associated UT climate conditions separately by midseason month, to better approximate the seasonal
variability; (2) we develop a more objective geographic information system (GIS)-based climate
metric of outbreaks according to their time-averaged frequency in a given grid cell (‘overlaps’), as
a basis for deriving the associated composite UT
conditions, or climate diagnostics; (3) outbreak
overlap maps for individual mid-season months
of 2008−2009 yield a preliminary estimate of the
extent to which the regions identified for 2000−2002
may vary, in response to UT climate conditions;
(4) synoptic analysis of longer-duration outbreaks in
January 2009 permits a preliminary assessment of
the statistical significance of the climate diagnostic
spatial fields; and (5) the outbreak overlap data
(2000−2002) and a previous satellite-based climatic
description of contrails (DeGrand et al. 2000) for
an earlier period (1977−1979) are used to assess
whether contrails may have affected fall-season
surface-observed sky-cover trends in the eastern
half of the conterminous USA (CONUS) for the
latter half of the 20th century.

2. BACKGROUND
For deriving climatologies of contrails and outbreaks over land areas such as the CONUS, surface
observations are most useful when the high cloud
fraction is not obscured by clouds at lower altitudes
(Minnis et al. 2003, Ryan et al. 2012), and given a sufficiently high density of observing sites (Chambers &
Duda 2005). Such ground-based studies indicate that
contrails are observed on up to 30% of days at
CONUS stations located beneath the major highaltitude (cruise) corridors for commercial aircraft
(Detwiler & Pratt 1984). For the eastern CONUS, a
contrail cirrus fingerprint has been suggested from a
statistically significant increase in total cloud amount
from the 1960s to the late 1980s, accompanied by a
weak (i.e. non-significant) decrease in sunshine duration (Angell 1990). In the drier Intermountain West
(Sun et al. 2007), where the high cloud fraction can
be viewed more frequently from the surface, a contrail cirrus signature was identified from observations of total cloud amount, in conjunction with surrogate contrail variables such as increased jet-fuel
usage (Liou et al. 1990, Minnis et al. 1997, Ross et al.
1999). Clarification of a contrail–climate relationship
requires spatially unbiased inventories of contrails
and outbreaks that can be combined with available
surface observations of climate variables.
The ‘bird’s-eye’ and synoptic viewing perspectives
of polar-orbiting meteorological satellites, for which
the upper-cloud fraction — including contrails — is
located nearest the sensor, is arguably a less biased
way to document the geographic incidence of contrails and outbreaks (Lee 1989, Mannstein et al.
1999, Minnis et al. 2005, Zhang et al. 2012). In thermal infrared (TIR) wavelengths, outbreaks are readily evident as multiple high and cold linear clouds in
otherwise clear or partly cloudy skies (‘clear-sky
contrails’; Fig. 1) (e.g. Bakan et al. 1994, DeGrand et
al. 2000, Palikonda et al. 2005, Travis et al. 2007,
Carleton et al. 2008). Outbreak contrails typically
spread laterally, become thinner, and may transform
into longer-lived contrail cirrus that significantly
affects the radiation balance (Meerkötter et al. 1999,
Haywood et al. 2009, Brasseur & Gupta 2010,
Burkhardt et al. 2010). The original studies relating
contrail formation and persistence to UT meteorological conditions (Appleman 1953, Pilié & Jiusto
1958), and confirmed more recently (e.g. Schumann
1996, Moss 1999, Stuefer et al. 2005, Duda & Minnis
2009a), showed a strong dependence on low temperature and high relative humidity (RH) at jet
flight altitudes. These conditions typically occur at
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Fig. 1. Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer thermal
infrared image of a ‘clear-sky’ outbreak of contrails centered
over Wisconsin on October 16, 2002. White signatures: cold,
low-emission targets; black signatures: warm, high-emission targets. Lake shores and state borders are depicted

or near the tropopause in middle latitudes. In response to the vertical expansion of the troposphere
in the warm season, and contraction in the cold
season, the tropopause altitude correspondingly is
higher and colder versus lower and warmer. For the
CONUS, this means that the average cruising altitude of jet aircraft (~250 to 200 hPa) is located
within the UT during July and October, yet at
tropopause level or in the lower stratosphere for the
colder months of January and April, especially over
northern states. Additional factors favoring contrail
persistence — upward motion of air and horizontal
wind shear — accompany the synoptic-scale baroclinic waves and jet streams (Jensen et al. 1998a,
Kästner et al. 1999, Burkhardt & Kärcher 2009).
Even weak upward vertical motion increases the UT
RH in many instances to that of ice supersaturation
(i.e. RH(ice) > 100%), necessary for contrail persistence and spreading, as well as cirrus formation (e.g.
Heymsfield et al. 1998, 2010, Gierens et al. 2000,
Immler et al. 2008, Kahn et al. 2009, Kärcher et al.
2009, Iwabuchi et al. 2012). Because multiple persisting contrails are likely more significant for the
surface radiation balance and climate than transient
or single contrails (e.g. Travis et al. 2007, their
Fig. 5; Rap et al. 2010), it can be argued that the
contrail–climate impact is positively related to how
often a given location experiences outbreaks. Accordingly, we here introduce the concept of overlapping (in time, space) outbreaks — overlaps — as a
satellite climatological metric, for application to
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studies of the contrail–climate impact. The overlap
concept is somewhat similar to Stuefer et al.’s (2005)
‘mean overlap’ contrail forecast skill parameter that
relates overlapping contrail layers from a mesoscale
model to radiosonde soundings. Our climatological
overlap metric: (1) permits identification of regions
having characteristically high (and low) outbreak
occurrences in a given month, and how these
regions may fluctuate between months and also
interannually; (2) discloses the regional dependence
of UT meteorological conditions typically associated
with high versus low overlap frequencies; these climate diagnostics can comprise an important part of
a synoptic climatology of outbreaks; a necessary
and complementary component is to type the daily
synoptic situations associated with outbreaks (i.e.
‘weather typing’; Barry & Perry 2001); and (3) is a
basis for stratifying long-term surface observations
of climate variables. These attributes and application are demonstrated in the present study.
Documentation of the persisting contrails evident
in satellite image data has been performed using
both manual and automated methods (DeGrand et al.
2000, Minnis et al. 2005, Palikonda et al. 2005, Travis
et al. 2007, Iwabuchi et al. 2012). The manual method
involves interpretation of the linearity of contrails
and their relative coldness (i.e. located in the UT),
and the typical lattice pattern of outbreak contrails
oriented differently from any natural cirrus in the
area (our Fig. 1; Carleton & Lamb 1986). Although
labor-intensive, this method detects both aged and
young (i.e. narrow, optically thick) contrails in clear
skies (Minnis et al. 2005, Travis et al. 2007) by optimizing the pattern-recognition abilities of human
analysts to distinguish contrails from natural linear
features of coastlines, mountain ranges, and rivers
(Engelstad et al. 1992). Moreover, a human analyst
can identify the synoptic-scale context of contrail
outbreaks, particularly their location adjacent to
areas of natural cloudiness downstream from middlelatitude frontal cyclones (Fig. 1). Given the likely
greater climatic impact of contrails in predominantly
clear skies (e.g. Rap et al. 2010) versus contrails and
outbreaks in which dense natural clouds also occur
(cf. Minnis et al. 1999, Duda et al. 2001, Yang et al.
2010), a manually derived TIR spatial inventory of
clear-sky outbreaks is relevant to climate studies
(Carleton et al. 2008).
The manual method of contrail and outbreak identification has limited multi-year spatial climatologies
for the CONUS to less than the 12 mo year: inventories by DeGrand et al. (2000) for the 1977−1979
period, and Travis et al. (2007) for the 2000−2002
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period, emphasized the mid-season months of January, April, July, and October. These inventories capture the dominant seasonal and latitude variations of
contrails and outbreaks, related to large-scale patterns of heating and cooling and associated atmospheric circulation features. Moreover, as shown by
Carleton et al. (2008) for the 2000−2002 period, there
is a wide range of outbreak areal extent for the
CONUS by mid-season month: mean outbreak sizes
are largest (3.4 × 105 km2) in July, and smallest
(1.95 × 105 km2) in October, coincident with the
months often having the fewest and most outbreaks,
respectively. These characteristics imply the importance of UT humidity in the outbreak climatology,
given a minimum threshold of flight frequencies sufficient to create multiple contrails (Travis et al. 2007).
Thus, a reliable determination of contrail outbreak
overlaps should consider explicitly their interseasonal variations.
The CONUS multi-year spatial inventories of contrails and contrail outbreaks by DeGrand et al.
(2000) and Travis et al. (2007) are represented at a
high spatial resolution of 1° × 1°; however, their
application to climate impact studies (e.g. sky-cover
trends) and determination of their associated climate
diagnostics requires a regionalization of those patterns, i.e. identification of spatial areas that are distinct from surrounding areas in terms of frequency,
variability, or other statistical parameter. Carleton et
al. (2008) used visual inspection of the spatial distributions of outbreak annual frequencies (i.e. averages across the 4 mid-season months) to identify 10
regions of high to low outbreak frequency: these
were fixed and generally followed the boundaries of
groups of states. Moreover, such a regionalization
did not consider the aforementioned large seasonal
variations in frequency and spatial distribution of
contrail outbreaks. A more flexible regionalization
of contrail outbreaks is required, one that explicitly
accounts for seasonal variations and how these
might impact UT synoptic conditions. This is the
first objective of the present paper, which we
achieve by mapping the Travis et al. (2007) outbreak
data in terms of overlaps calculated by gathering
data for the years 2000−2002 and then integrating
over time by mid-season month. We use GIS to
determine CONUS regions based on the occurrences of higher frequencies of overlaps. Moreover,
we compare overlap maps developed for individual
mid-season months in 2008−2009 with their respective monthly-averaged distributions (2000−2002), by
differencing (i.e. subtracting the latter from the former), as a first estimate of the between-year varia-

tions in regions and their association with UT climate anomalies. Next, the regionalization guides
the derivation of outbreak-associated climate diagnostics for the region of maximum overlap frequency in each mid-season month, and the synoptic
event analysis for January 2009. Last, we utilize the
October 2000−2002 overlap spatial frequencies to
help evaluate surface station-based trends (1951−
1993) in fall-season sky-cover variables potentially
influenced by contrails, for the eastern CONUS.

3. DATA AND METHODS
The outbreak spatial climatology derives from
satellite-based analyses of polar-orbiter satellite TIR
images in 2000−2002 and 2008−2009. A GIS determines outbreak occurrences at 1° × 1° latitude/longitude resolution from the frequency of overlapping (in
time) outbreak events, or overlaps, and identifies
CONUS regions of higher overlap frequencies for
which the climate diagnostics are then derived.

3.1. Travis et al. (2007) spatial inventory of
contrails and outbreaks
The Travis et al. (2007) spatial inventory of contrails satisfies the requirements of representation at
resolutions finer than the smallest outbreaks, and on
temporal frequencies sufficient to permit detection of
most if not all outbreaks (average of 6 images per day
per location), while ensuring that a given outbreak is
counted only once. To be considered a clear-sky outbreak (e.g. as imaged in Fig. 1), the requirements
are: (1) multiple contrails (at least 3) occurring simultaneously over at least 3 adjacent 1° grid cells in any
direction; and (2) comprise at least 50% of the total
cloud percentage, determined subjectively on the
image. The first (i.e. proximity) criterion addresses
the likelihood that broadly similar meso- to synopticscale UT meteorological conditions are involved in
persisting contrail formation. The second criterion
emphasizes those outbreaks likely to be climatically
significant. The location data for each outbreak comprise box coordinates identified as upper-left corner
latitude and longitude, and lower-right corner latitude and longitude, rounded to the nearest degree,
derived using ERDAS software (Leica Geosystems
2004). These coordinate data are tabulated in a
spreadsheet by mid-season month. In the 12 midseason month period for 2000−2002, there were 264
outbreaks in the CONUS.
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Fig. 2. Contrail outbreak overlap normalized frequencies (2000−2002) by mid-season month: (a) January (no. of outbreaks
[n] = 55), (b) April (n = 85), (c) July (n = 52), and (d) October (n = 72)

3.2. Determination of outbreak overlaps from GIS
The outbreak overlap metric (by mid-season
month, 2000−2002) was determined in ArcGIS (ESRI
2003) using the outbreak polygons comprising the
Travis et al. (2007) coordinate data. A shapefile of the
CONUS acquired from the 2007 TIGER/Line Shapefiles download utility provided by the US Census Bureau was imported into ArcMap as a new data layer
(base map). The outbreak coordinate data were then
added, with the spatial reference set to North American Datum of 1983. The top-left and lower-right corners of each outbreak area approximated to the
1° × 1° grid were displayed as points, with each pair
given a common number for ease of identification.
From these points, a series of rectangular polygons
was created to represent the spatial extent of each
contrail outbreak occurrence for that month in the
2000−2002 period. The final shapefile comprised outbreak polygons across all places on the CONUS map
experiencing outbreaks. Contrail outbreak mid-season frequencies by mid-season month (2000−2002),
and at each 1° × 1° grid cell, are depicted (Fig. 2) as
the number of outbreak polygons. These values are
normalized to every 100 images, to accommodate
spatial and temporal differences in image frequency.

3.3. GIS identification of CONUS regions
For deriving the outbreak climate diagnostics by
mid-season month, we determined CONUS regions

as 4-sided areas of higher overlap frequency that
retain the inherent box coordinate values of the original image analysis. We considered all 1° grid cells
that averaged at least 1 outbreak for a given 2000−
2002 mid-season month (Fig. 2a−d). Cells averaging
>1.7 overlaps were always included within a given
region for the eastern half of the CONUS. For the
West, with its lower average outbreak frequencies,
grid cells of 1 or more overlaps were regionalized. On
each mid-season map, the boundaries of a 4-sided
region (Fig. 3) separate those grid cells in an overlap
cluster of locally higher values from lower values. As
demonstrated in objectively derived (e.g. empirical
orthogonal function) regionalizations of other climate
variables, such as central US summer precipitation
(Richman & Lamb 1985), any 2 or more highfrequency regions that are adjacent may have intersecting boundaries (Fig. 3), again, contrasting with
the static outbreak regionalization of Carleton et al.
(2008, their Fig. 2). Overlaps of higher frequency separated by lower-frequency cells are realized as distinct regions. Accordingly, the regions are large,
each encompassing at least 30 grid cells. By emphasizing those regions having higher frequencies of
outbreak overlaps for the 2000−2002 period — and,
therefore, those most likely to affect climate — the
entire country need not be regionalized for a given
mid-season month (Section 4.1). This characteristic of
the new regionalization does not connote an absence
of single persisting contrails in the non-demarcated
areas on Fig. 3; there are some important regional
variations in the relative occurrences of single con-
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Fig. 3. Regions of higher-frequency outbreak overlaps determined semi-objectively (Section 3.3), for: (a) January, (b) April,
(c) July, and (d) October, of 2000−2002 (solid lines). The different line weights indicate relative frequencies by region (thickest =
maximum) for a given mid-season month (cf. Fig. 2). Dashed lines: regions of maximum positive difference for mid-season
months 2008−2009 (i.e. individual mid-season month 2008−2009 minus 2000−2002 mean for that month; see Fig. 9)

trails to the multiple contrails comprising outbreaks
(Section 4.2). We note that the UT climate diagnostics
derived in Section 4.3 are not sensitive to the exact
location (i.e. to the nearest 1° × 1°) of region boundaries. Moreover, region boundaries can undergo
interannual variation, as we demonstrate for the
2008−2009 mid-season months in Section 4.4.

3.4. NCEP-NCAR reanalysis data for outbreak
climate diagnostics
The mid-season regionalization of contrail outbreak overlaps forms the basis for the UT climate
diagnostics of contrail outbreaks in the CONUS, both
as a way to ‘test’ the regions (Fig. 3), and to clarify
the regional/seasonal dependencies of associated
synoptic atmospheric conditions (see Tables 1−3;
Figs. 4−7). We employ monthly-average and daily
composite analyses of the National Centers for Environmental Prediction-National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCEP-NCAR) reanalysis (NNR)
data of UT meteorological variables that are represented at 2.5° × 2.5° grid resolution (Kalnay et al.
1996, Kistler et al. 2001; www.cdc.noaa.gov/data/
composites/day). Although a considerable number of
UT variables are available, many authors (e.g. Hanson & Hanson 1995, 1998, Chlond 1998, Jensen et al.
1998a,b, Kästner et al. 1999, Stuefer et al. 2005, Car-

leton et al. 2008, Duda & Minnis 2009a,b) show that
those most likely to represent contrail outbreaks include the air temperature (T); the humidity; the vertical motion of air (or omega (ω), = dp/dt, where p =
pressure and t = time), and the u-wind, zonal (i.e.
west-east) component, of the total (vector) wind. Reliable radiosonde measurements of the UT specific
humidity (SH) — a measure of the actual amount of
moisture — and RH, or moisture as a percentage of
the maximum amount at that temperature, are not
routinely available because of the typically low
humidity and low temperatures at these altitudes
(e.g. Ross & Elliott 2001, Duda et al. 2004). Accordingly, large-scale datasets such as the NNR provide
humidity data only up to a particular pressure level;
in the NNR, this is 300 hPa, or a somewhat lower
height than the typical jet aircraft cruise altitudes.
Moreover, most datasets — including NNR — do not
provide information on ice supersaturation, which
usually is required for persisting contrails (e.g. Rädel
& Shine 2008). Because it is difficult to know what
magnitude values of the SH are associated with ice
supersaturation, most studies have used the RH of
the UT, given its dependence on T and its greater
spatial and temporal coherence (e.g. Hanson & Hanson 1998, Dee & da Silva 2003). Thus, in common
with other studies (e.g. Stuefer et al. 2005, Rädel &
Shine 2008, Duda & Minnis 2009a), we emphasize
the RH measure of UT moisture content and assume
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Fig. 4. Composite 300 hPa difference maps (outbreak: no. of
days [n] = 25, minus non-outbreak: n = 68) of (a) ‘thermodynamic’ control (temperature: colored, °C; relative humidity [RH]: black, %), and (b) ‘dynamic’ control (ω, vertical motion: colored, Pa s−1; u-wind: black, m s−1) for the South region of maximum overlap frequency in January (2000−
2002). Differences — solid isolines: positive; broken isolines:
negative
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that higher values of RH(300) increase the likelihood
of ice supersaturation (Atlas & Wang 2010). The RH
also is useful for inferring the effect of vertical motion
(i.e. ω) on UT moisture content, because ascending
air at a given level typically increases RH, and descending air often decreases RH.
Dates for the UT composite analysis are identified
from the daily outbreak polygons (2000−2002) that
fell either entirely or partially within the region and
mid-season month considered, yielding a unique set
of contrail outbreak (i.e. CON) days. For the same regions and months, we also generate composites for
all days lacking outbreaks, and which exclude the
day immediately prior to each outbreak. These ‘nonoutbreak’ (NON) composites approximate an undisturbed mean — with respect to contrails — of that UT
variable. To better compare CON and NON composites, we present and discuss their difference maps
(i.e. CON minus NON) in Figs. 4−7 and Section 4.5.

37°
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98°W 97°

Fig. 5. Composite 300 hPa difference maps, as in Fig. 4, except for the Midwest in April in 2000−2002. The number of
outbreak days is 29, and the number of non-outbreak days
is 61

To balance the need to visually depict spatial relationships among UT variables with ease of interpretability, we display 2 variables per map (Figs. 4−
7): T(300) and RH(300) on one map (Figs. 4a, 5a, 6a &
7a), and ω(300) and u(300) on the other (Figs. 4b, 5b,
6b & 7b). This arrangement is logical, given the interdependence of UT temperature and RH in contrail
persistence, what might usefully be termed a
‘thermo-dynamic’ control (cf. Gierens et al. 2000),
and the association between UT vertical motion and
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Fig. 6. Composite 300 hPa difference maps, as in Fig. 4, except
for the Mid-Atlantic in July, 2000−2002. The number of outbreak days is 24, and the number of non-outbreak days is 69

Fig. 7. Composite 300 hPa difference maps, as in Fig. 4, except
for the Midwest in October, 2000−2002. The number of outbreak days is 27, and the number of non-outbreak days is 66

horizontal wind shear (or ‘dynamic’ control; cf. Kästner et al. 1999). Although this broad categorization of
synoptic controls is convenient for presenting the
map composites, all 4 variables are inter-related. For
example, upward vertical motion in an area of UT
negative — anticyclonic — wind shear (e.g. on the
equatorward side of the jet stream) typically has
associated RH increase and positive anomalies of
temperature. Conversely, an elevated, and thereby
colder, tropopause in a baroclinic wave characterizes
a tropospheric ridge having UT negative anomalies
of humidity and positive anomalies of temperature,
and accompanying transitions from positive ω (sinking air) and negative anomalies of u-wind to rising
air and increasing westerly wind strength (e.g. Wallace & Hobbs 1977, their chapter 9.5.2).

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
4.1. Outbreak overlap spatial climatology by
mid-season month
The maps of contrail outbreak overlaps by midseason month (Fig. 2a−d) appear broadly similar to
the patterns of all contrails (single plus outbreakassociated) given in Travis et al. (2007; their Fig. 2),
although differences of detail occur especially in the
western CONUS. For the 3 January months, the distribution (Fig. 2a) involves relatively few outbreaks
(n = 55) compared to the transition-season months,
and occurs primarily in the South (from western
Louisiana through north central Florida) and the
Midwest (from the Mississippi River through central
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Ohio). This spatial differentiation is more evident
than in the map of all contrails for January 2000−2002
(Travis et al. 2007, their Fig. 2a). Specifically in the
South region (Fig. 2a), 2 grid cells average > 2.3 occurrences for the 3 January months. Both overlap
higher-frequency regions span many more degrees
of longitude than degrees of latitude. Visual comparisons of the South and Midwest regions with longterm (1981−2010) January climatology suggest an association of the former with enhanced gradients of
tropopause-level air temperature (i.e. strong westerly
‘thermal winds’), and of the latter region with a
geopotential height trough located just west of the
UT wind maximum (‘middle-latitude jet’) that straddles the CONUS east coast. Moderately high frequencies of outbreak overlaps over North and South
Carolina, northern Georgia, and eastern Tennessee
in January, comprise a smaller sub-region (Southeast)
falling between the 2 maxima latitudinally, and centered more eastward (Fig. 3a). Most of the western
CONUS and also New England experienced no outbreaks in the 3 January months, although individual
contrails occurred (Travis et al. 2007, their Fig. 2a).
The 3 April months (Fig. 2b) see the highest outbreak frequencies of any mid-season month (n = 85),
with a maximum > 4.3 occurrences located over northwestern Indiana and northeastern Illinois. The center
of this Midwest sub-region averages 3 outbreaks per
grid cell. It is accompanied in the long-term April climatology by cold air in the UT, and ‘speed divergence’ in the upper westerlies promoting rising air.
High frequencies of overlaps also comprise the adjacent sub-regions of the Northeast — especially eastern Ohio and western Pennsylvania — and the Upper
South comprising Kentucky, Tennessee, and western
North Carolina. The western CONUS sees its highest
mid-season frequency of outbreak overlaps in April,
at least for 2000−2002: relative maxima occur in the
Pacific South and Pacific North regions, with several
grid cells averaging >1.5 occurrences. Given that the
western USA, on average in springtime, experiences
increased meridionality of the polar front jet stream
(PFJ) and Rossby wave pattern preceding blocking
events (e.g. Barriopedro et al. 2006), one may hypothesize that this climatological feature, also associated
with the higher frequencies of overlaps in that month.
Indeed, composite regional maps of ω(300) and
RH(300) for the Pacific South region on CON days in
the April months of 2000−2002 (not shown) reveal a
strong trough located just off the west coast and
increased UT humidity. Moreover, this pattern contrasts with the NON days, characterized by subsiding
air in the UT.
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For the 3 July months of 2000−2002, contrail outbreaks numbered the fewest (n = 52), and the area of
the CONUS having no outbreaks increased compared to April (Fig. 2c). In contrast to the map of all
contrails for July 2000−2002 (Travis et al. 2007, their
Fig. 2b), the greatest concentration of overlaps is displaced somewhat further south, over the MidAtlantic region (Fig. 3c). This pattern likely results
from deep convection in the dominantly onshore —
southeasterly — flow around the Bermuda High,
which is enhanced by topography (e.g. Mearns et al.
2003). Further north, the region is subjected to occasional cold fronts accompanying mobile troughs in
the westerlies that also trigger convection. Indeed,
the majority of individual contrails in the July months
of 1977−1979 were associated with the cirriform anvils accompanying cumulonimbus clouds (DeGrand
et al. 2000); outbreaks seem more synoptically driven
(Section 4.5). Multiple grid cells suggesting an eastern Midwest−Northeast secondary region average
> 2.0 overlaps (Fig. 2c). By contrast, most of the Great
Plains westward to the Pacific Ocean had no contrail
outbreaks in July 2000−2002, while much of northern
California and northern Nevada comprising the West
region (Fig. 3c) averaged up to 0.7 outbreaks for that
period. It can be said of July that although the
absolute maximum number of overlaps occurs in the
Mid-Atlantic, the mean latitude of their occurrence is
at its most northerly extent in this month; evident in
the many grid cells of moderate frequency in the
Northeast region. In the long-term (1981−2010) climatology for July, the Northeast has associated gradient maxima in the UT and also tropopause-level
temperatures, and accompanying strong u-winds (i.e.
PFJ) near the Canada−CONUS border.
For the 3 October months (Fig. 2d), overlaps show a
broadly similar pattern to the other transition-season
mid-month (April) and with a comparable number of
outbreaks (n = 72). However, differences between
the 2 months include the relative absence of outbreaks in the western CONUS in October, while single contrails occur more often (Travis et al. 2007, their
Fig. 2d). Large parts of Illinois, Indiana, and Ohio
again comprise the Midwest region of highest overlap frequencies, with a local maximum in eastern
Indiana. The October and April months of 2000−2002
also differ in that higher overlap frequencies in the
Midwest do not extend as far eastward in the fall.
From July to October, on average (1981−2010), a
southward movement of the UT- and tropopauselevel gradient maxima in air temperature into the
region is accompanied by speed divergence in the
upper-westerlies, and rising air.
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4.2. Single (individual) versus multiple (outbreak)
contrail distributions

tween those maps and our Figs. 2 & 8 is striking. Both
maps in Palikonda et al. (2005), and also Moninger et
al. (2010, their Fig. 2), confirm substantially lower
flight activity in the western versus eastern CONUS,
especially in early morning. For the eastern CONUS,
our high-frequency overlap regions of Midwest,
Northeast, Mid-Atlantic, South, and Southeast (Fig. 3)
are well represented in the spatial distribution of
greatest cumulative flight distance traveled. Thus, in
these regions, the high frequency of contrails and
outbreaks is a combination of favorable UT meteorological conditions and their more-or-less continuous
penetration by higher-altitude flights (Palikonda et
al. 2005). Similarly, the north-south orientation of increased flight frequencies along and just inland of
the west coast resembles our contrail distributions of
overlaps and individual contrails (Figs. 2 & 8). In contrast, the relatively high frequency of flights across
the Intermountain West that appears in the early
afternoon map (Palikonda et al. 2005, their Fig. 2b) is
not matched in our analysis, supporting the lack of
favorable UT meteorological conditions for persisting
contrails in that region (e.g. DeGrand et al. 2000,
Travis et al. 2007, Carleton et al. 2008).

The contrast between the eastern and western
CONUS in terms of outbreak overlap frequencies
(Fig. 2) has been subjectively noted to involve differences in the frequencies of single contrails and outbreaks (DeGrand et al. 2000, Minnis et al. 2005,
Travis et al. 2007, Carleton et al. 2008): there is a reduced propensity for outbreaks in the West, with
more single contrails occurring there, in contrast to
the East. Additional to the reduced flight frequencies
in the West (e.g. Palikonda et al. 2005, Moninger et
al. 2010), this feature is likely influenced by the generally decreased UT humidity to support persisting
contrails, whereby individual contrails do not last
sufficiently long to reach threshold coverage densities defining an outbreak (Palikonda et al. 2005,
Travis et al. 2007, Carleton et al. 2008). For the month
having most outbreaks in the western CONUS (April;
Fig. 2b), we compare the overlap grid-cell totals for
2000−2002 with individual contrail totals — depicted
at grid intersections — in Fig. 8. Particularly near the
west coast, a number of these points have contrail
occurrences comparable to those of overlaps for the
eastern CONUS. A similar feature occurs in the other
mid-season months (not shown).
4.3. Region-average synoptic associations of
The question arises as to the role of jet flight frehigher overlap frequencies, 2000−2002
quencies in the spatial distribution of outbreak contrails and single contrails, especially pertaining to the
To validate the regionalization depicted in Fig. 3,
contrast between the western and eastern CONUS
we determined the associated UT synoptic climato(Fig. 8). Given the very large number of jet flights per
logical conditions for the higher-frequency regions by
day across the CONUS, including those most
likely to generate persisting contrails given
suitable UT conditions (i.e. at and above 7 km
altitude: Kästner et al. 1999, Moss 1999, Palikonda et al. 2005, Travis et al. 2007), a full
analysis of the relationship between flight
distributions and contrails is beyond the
scope of the present study. However, one
may compare visually our Figs. 2 & 8 with the
2 maps of CONUS annual mean air traffic in
cumulative kilometers traveled above 7 km,
presented in Palikonda et al. (2005). Their
Fig. 2a,b depict, respectively, the patterns for
around the early morning (approx. 07:30 h
local time) and mid-afternoon (approx. 14:30 h
local time) Advanced Very High Resolution
Radiometer (AVHRR) overpasses. Although
our analysis is based on images from across
Fig. 8. Comparison of April 2000−2002 outbreak overlap normalized
the diurnal ‘cycle’, and for mid-season
totals (grid cells) and individual contrails (grid-point intersections). The
months of 3 years rather than all months of
latter values are normalized totals in a 1° × 1° grid cell centered on
each grid-point intersection
1 year (2001), the visual correspondence be-
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mid-season month (2000−2002), and also for the maximum-frequency regions derived in mid-season
months 2008−2009 (Section 4.4). The question arises
of the extent to which climate conditions in the 2000−
2002 period were anomalous compared to the longterm means, and with respect to 2008−2009. For the 2
higher-frequency regions in each mid-season month
(Fig. 3), we determined region-average monthly NNR
anomalies of a number of UT variables plus sea-level
pressure (SLP) (e.g. Immler et al. 2008) in mid-season
months 2000−2002, with respect to the 1981−2010
means (Table 1). From these maps, we classified each
region’s anomaly patterns according to 5 broad types:
dominantly positive (+) or negative (−); near-normal
(i.e. 0 anomaly); a strong horizontal gradient between
positive and negative anomalies (+/−); and a weaker
horizontal gradient between near-normal (0) and either positive or negative anomalies (0/+, 0/−). The results (Table 1) show that the 2000−2002 mid-season
months were mostly anomalous in the region of highest outbreak overlap frequencies in a given month
(i.e. greater occurrences of non-zero indicators), but
somewhat closer to normal (more zero (0) occurrences
and/or weak gradient indicators) in the regions of
second-highest frequency. There are some commonalities of UT anomalies across mid-season months for
particular high-frequency regions (Table 1). In general, higher frequencies of outbreak overlaps occur
when monthly circulation anomalies are dominated
by UT ridging, warming and reduced humidity in the
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UT, an associated higher and colder tropopause, and
either increasing zonal winds or stronger west –east
gradients of westerlies across the region. Moreover,
for the 2 months in which the Midwest was the
primary overlap region (April, October), a similar pattern of anomalies is evident for the UT zonal winds
(i.e. positive), the tropopause temperature (negative
or weakly negative gradient), the RH (negative), and
the SLP (positive). Conversely, the anomalies of Midwest UT temperature and meridional wind are different in April and October of 2000−2002. It is encouraging that these monthly-averaged anomalies resemble,
in general terms, those identified for the ‘annual’ (i.e.
4 mid-season month) averages of the Midwest, and
also the South, that were based upon NNR dailyaveraged composites in Carleton et al. (2008). The
presence of strong gradients in several UT variables
for outbreak overlaps in the Mid-Atlantic highfrequency region in July (Table 1) also resembles the
all-mid-season month daily composites for the ‘Northeast’ and ‘Southeast’ regions identified in Carleton et
al. (2008). Thus, the highest-frequency regions identified from the outbreak overlap analysis of 2000−
2002 mid-season months exhibit general associations
with monthly-average anomalies of UT variables. To
further elucidate the UT conditions responsible for
high frequencies of contrail outbreaks in a given region and mid-season month (i.e. climate diagnostics),
a composite analysis of the daily-level data is required (Sections 4.4 and 4.5).

Table 1. Upper-troposphere (UT) and sea-level pressure (SLP) anomalies in mid-season months 2000−2002, for the regions of
highest and second-highest (italics) frequency outbreak overlaps shown in Fig. 3. The anomalies are with respect to 1981−2010
normals, depicted as follows: + = positive; − = negative; 0 = near-normal; +/− = strong horizontal gradient across the region
between positive and negative anomalies (any direction); 0/+ or 0/− = weaker gradient between near-normal and either positive
or negative anomalies (any direction). p = pressure, RH = relative humidity, SH = specific humidity, T = air temperature,
u = west-east component of total wind, ω = vertical motion of air, v = south–north component of total wind, trop = tropopause,
Z = geopotential height. Parentheses: pressure level (hPa)

UT variable
Z(300)
u(300)
u(250)
T(300)
T(trop.)
p(trop.)
SH(300)
RH(300)
ω(300)
ω(250)
v(300)
v(250)
SLP

January,
South

January,
Midwest

April,
Midwest

April,
Northeast

July, MidAtlantic

July,
Northeast

October,
Midwest

October,
South

+
+/−
+/−
+
–
–
–
–
0/+
+
–
–

+
0/+
0/+
+
0/−
–
0
0/−
+/−
+/−
+/−
+/−

+
+
+
+
–
–
0
–
–
0
–
–

+
+
+
+
–
–
0/+
0
0/−
0/−
0/−
0/−

+/−
+/−
+/−
+/−
+/−
+/−
–
–
+
+
–
–

0/−
+/−
+/−
0/−
+/−
0/+
–
–
0/+
0
–
–

+/−
+
+
–
0/−
+/−
–
–
0/+
+
+
+

+
0
+/−
0/−
–
–
0/−
0/−
+/−
+/−
+/−
+/−

0

0

+

+

+/−

0/+

+

+
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4.4. Variations of overlap regions and UT synoptic
conditions, 2008−2009
To estimate, in a preliminary way, the variability of
the mid-season outbreak overlap maps (Fig. 2), and
representativeness of the regionalization so derived
(Fig. 3), overlap maps for the months of January and
April 2009 and July and October 2008 (Fig. 9) were
developed in the same way as Fig. 2, except that
grid-cell values are for a single month. Given the
lack of a long-term spatial climatology of outbreak
overlaps against which such single month distributions may be compared, we determined difference
maps by subtracting the mid-season month-average
grid-cell values for 2000−2002 from their respective
mid-season month values in 2008 or 2009 (i.e. individual month minus 2000−2002 mean). The results
(Fig. 9) show that key regions of higher frequency
identified in Fig. 3 either intensified (i.e. positive
grid-cell departures) — the South and Midwest in
January 2009 (Fig. 9a) — or weakened (negative
departures — the Mid-Atlantic and Northeast in July

2008: Fig. 9c). In April 2009 (Fig. 9b), both the Midwest and Northeast regions saw reduced overlap
occurrences, while areas further west and south saw
increases with respect to the 2000−2002 means.
Reduced overlap occurrences are evident in both
Pacific regions in April 2009. In October 2008
(Fig. 9d), the difference pattern was mixed in terms
of the 2 higher-frequency regions. The Midwest saw
increased overlap frequencies over the Mississippi
Valley portion, while the South saw generally
reduced outbreak occurrences relative to its corresponding month average for 2000−2002.
The region boundary of maximum outbreak overlap occurrence in an individual month of 2008−2009
is depicted on Fig. 3 by dashed lines. These regions
were determined visually as comprising grid cells of
most positive overlap departures with respect to
2000−2002 (i.e. Fig. 9). To assess the role of UT atmospheric conditions in the 2008−2009 overlap variations — and thereby further evaluate the higherfrequency regions derived for 2000−2002 (Fig. 3) —
we determined NNR monthly-average climate anom-

Fig. 9. Difference maps of contrail outbreak overlap occurrences for individual mid-season months in 2008 and 2009 with respect to the 2000−2002 means shown in Fig. 2 (i.e. month minus mean): (a) January 2009, (b) April 2009, (c) July 2008, and (d)
October 2008
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alies for the 2008−2009 mid-season months, both for
the region of maximum overlap occurrence in 2008−
2009, and for the higher-frequency regions obtained
for the 2000−2002 period (Table 2). Because we are
comparing 2008−2009 with 2000−2002 overlap distributions, we present the NNR monthly-average regional anomalies with respect to 2000−2002. In Table 2a,
we show results for January 2009, a month in which
both the 2000−2002 outbreak overlap regions (South,
Midwest) intensified (Fig. 9a), and for April 2009 in
Table 2b, when the higher-frequency regions (Midwest, Northeast) weakened substantially and a new
smaller region of maximum frequency appeared just
to the west (Figs. 9b & 3b). It should be noted that the
Table 2. Upper-troposphere (UT) and sea-level pressure
(SLP) anomalies in (a) January 2009 and (b) April 2009, for
regions of higher-frequency outbreak overlaps in 2000−
2002 (Fig. 3). The 2009 anomalies are with respect to the
2000−2002 period, and depicted as follows: + = positive; − =
negative; 0 = near-normal; +/− = strong horizontal gradient
across the region between positive and negative anomalies
(any direction); 0/+ or 0/− = weaker gradient between nearnormal and either positive or negative anomalies (any direc
tion). See Table 1 for abbreviations
(a)
UT variSouth
able
2000−2002
2009
Z(300)
u(300)
u(250)
T(300)
T(trop.)
p(trop.)
SH(300)
RH(300)
ω(300)
ω(250)
v(300)
v(250)
SLP
(b)
UT variable
Z(300)
u(300)
u(250)
T(300)
T(trop.)
p(trop.)
SH(300)
RH(300)
ω(300)
ω(250)
v(300)
v(250)
SLP

0/+
0/−
0/−
0
0/−
0/−
+
+
–
–
+/−
+/−
0/+

Midwest
2000−2002
2009

0/+
0/−
0/−
0/−
–
–
+
+
–
–
0/+
+/−
0/+

+
–
0/−
0/+
–
–
0/+
0/+
+/−
+/−
+/−
0/+
+/−

Midwest
2000−2002
2009
0/+
+
+
0/+
+/−
+/−
0/+
0/+
0/+
0/+
–
–
+/−

+
+
+
+
0/−
–
0/+
0/+
+
+
0/−
0/−
+/−

+
0/−
0/−
0/+
–
–
0/+
0/+
+/−
+/−
+/−
+/−
+/−

Northeast
2000−2002
0/+
+
+
0/+
+/−
+/−
0/+
+/−
+/−
+/−
–
–
+
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results for the other months (i.e. July and October
2008) were broadly comparable to those shown in
Table 2a,b; i.e. UT anomalies tended to be more similar in a region that intensified in 2008−2009 relative
to 2000−2002 (the South and Midwest in January;
Table 2a), but different in a region that weakened in
2008−2009 (cf. both the Midwest and Northeast
regions in April with the 2009 ‘new’ Midwest region;
Table 2b).
The results contained in Table 2, while informative
and in the expected direction, are for mid-season
month averaged data. Because contrail outbreaks do
not occur every day at a given location, even in the
maximum-frequency regions, it is appropriate to
undertake a composite analysis of the NNR data for
those days on which outbreaks were recorded (i.e.
CON) in a given region, and compare these patterns
with those for a representative set of days having no
outbreaks (NON). In regions that saw an intensification of the 2000−2002 mid-season month pattern (e.g.
the South in January 2009), we expect that UT circulation anomalies on CON days should be internally
consistent yet different from those on NON days.
However, in regions seeing a strong decrease in outbreak overlap occurrence (e.g. the Mid-Atlantic and
Northeast in July 2008), we expect more similarity of
CON and NON composites. The results are given in
Table 3. Because tropopause information is not included in the NNR online daily composites page, we
added the 200 hPa temperature — T(200) — as a
proxy for T(trop.) in the warmer mid-season months
(July, October), and retained T(250) and T(300) as
proxies for T(trop.) in the colder months, especially
January. For the month in which the primary overlap
region saw even more outbreaks in 2008−2009 than
the 2000−2002 average (the South in January 2009;
Table 3), one notes fewer occurrences of either nearnormal (i.e. 0) or weak horizontal gradients (0/+, 0/−)
on CON contrasted with NON days. Moreover,
perusing the difference (DIFF) column reveals physically reasonable results, such as the colder UT
and enhanced horizontal gradients of u-winds and
humidity — both RH(300) and SH(300)— on CON
days. Conversely, in the Mid-Atlantic region in July
2008 (Table 3), which saw strong reductions in outbreak occurrence compared to the 2000−2002 period
(Fig. 9c), the frequency of ‘0’ and weak-gradient (0/+,
0/−) categories is about the same for CON and NON
days, and as represented in the DIFF column: the
region is dominated by either weak gradients that
are close to the long-term normals (i.e. 0/−, 0/+) or
strong gradients for which both CON and NON composites are similarly classified. In the month for
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Table 3. Classification of upper-troposphere (UT) and sealevel pressure (SLP) composite anomalies by mid-season
month 2008−2009, for the region of maximum overlap frequency identified in 2000−2002 (Fig. 3). Anomalies are with
respect to the 1981−2010 normals, composited for outbreak
(CON) and non-outbreak (NON) days, and their difference
(DIFF; i.e. CON minus NON), as follows: + = positive; − = negative; 0 = near normal; +/− = strong horizontal gradient across
the region between positive and negative anomalies; 0/+ or
0/− = weaker gradient between near-normal and either positive or negative anomalies. See Table 1 for abbreviations
Variable ↓

CON

NON

January 2009, (n = 10)
South
Z(300)
0/+
u(300)
0/+
u(250)
+
T(300)
+
T(250)
+/−
T(200)
+/−
SH(300)
–
RH(300)
–
ω(300)
+/−
ω(250)
+/−
v(300)
+/−
v(250)
+/−
SLP
0/−

(n = 10)

July 2008,
Mid-Atlantic
Z(300)
u(300)
u(250)
T(300)
T(250)
T(200)
SH(300)
RH(300)
ω(300)
ω(250)
v(300)
v(250)
SLP

(n = 6)

(n = 6)

0/−
0/−
0/−
+/−
+/−
0/−
–
–
+/−
+/−
+/−
+/−
+/−

–
+/−
+/−
0/−
0/−
+/−
–
0/−
+/−
+/−
+
+/−
+/−

July 2008,
‘Midwest’
Z(300)
u(300)
u(250)
T(300)
T(250)
T(200)
SH(300)
RH(300)
ω(300)
ω(250)
v(300)
v(250)
SLP

(n = 6)

(n = 7)

–
–
–
–
–
–
–
0/−
+/−
+/−
–
–
0/−

+/−
+
+
+
+
0/+
+
0/+
0/−
0/−
0/+
0/+
–

+/−
0
0
0
+
0/+
–
–
+
0/+
+/−
+/−
0

DIFF

+
+/−
+/−
+/−
–
–
+/−
+/−
–
–
0/+
0/+
–

+
0/−
0/−
0/+
0/+
0/−
+/−
0/−
+/−
+/−
+/−
+/−
+/−

which different parts of the primary overlap region
saw increases and decreases in outbreak occurrence
relative to 2000−2002 (i.e. the Midwest in April 2009),
the results (not shown) are intermediate to those of
January 2009 and July 2008. These findings support
both the role of UT atmospheric conditions in generating contrail outbreaks, and the outbreak overlap
method as a way to regionalize the CONUS by midseason month.
To test the above assertions, we develop and classify UT daily composites for the ‘new’ Midwest region (40−46° N, 85−93° W) of positive outbreak overlap departures in July 2008 (Fig. 3c). The synoptic
classification results for the Midwest in July 2008
(Table 3) are striking. For a considerable number of
variables/levels, the Midwest spatial anomalies are
opposite in sign between CON and NON days, especially the UT zonal winds and temperatures —
negative on CON days and positive on NON days —
and a greater number of variables/levels have weak
spatial gradients close to the long-term mean (i.e. 0/+
or 0/−) on NON days. This opposition in sign of
anomalies between CON and NON days strongly
suggests that the results are statistically as well as
physically significant (Section 4.5). These results
(Table 3) are consistent with our previous work (e.g.
Carleton et al. 2008), and the monthly-average
results shown here (Tables 1 & 2), that contrail outbreaks in the central CONUS — including the Midwest — are accompanied by anomalies in the synoptic UT fields favoring cold and relatively dry air,
weaker zonal winds (i.e. easterly anomalies), and
quite strong horizontal gradients in the vertical
motion field. Moreover, the composite anomaly difference (DIFF; Table 3) suggests its value as a map
type for discriminating UT spatial synoptic fields on
outbreak days in the NNR data (Section 4.5).

4.5. Spatial composite UT conditions for overlap
maximum-frequency regions, 2000−2002
0/−
–
–
–
–
–
–
0/−
0/+
+/−
–
–
+

We present mapped daily composite difference
fields (CON minus NON) for the region of maximum
overlap frequency in each mid-season month of
2000−2002, given that these tend to show the
strongest region-averaged departures from climatology of UT variables (Table 1): the South in January,
the Midwest in April, the Mid-Atlantic in July, and
the Midwest in October (Fig. 3). For the South region
of maximum overlaps in the 3 January months
(Fig. 3a), the UT temperature on CON days is lower
by around 1°C compared with non-outbreak days
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(Fig. 4a), and the RH(300) latitude gradient is considerably steeper, comprising positive differences over
the Gulf of Mexico, but negative differences over
the interior South. The difference pattern of ω(300)
(Fig. 4b) suggests slightly greater subsidence of air
on CON days compared with NON days. However,
the UT westerlies on CON days (Fig. 4b) are stronger
(i.e. positive u) nearly everywhere but especially to
the east, implying speed divergence and ascent of air
accompanying the subtropical jet stream (STJ). Thus,
the UT composites seem to confirm that outbreaks
for the South in January are associated primarily with
wind shear, whereby ascending air leads to increased RH in the UT over the Gulf but reduced RH
over the interior South, the latter resulting from air
sinking on the northern side of the jet. These distinctly South patterns in January were not evident
from the annually-averaged composites (i.e. all midseason months combined) that utilized the static
regionalization of Carleton et al. (2008).
For the Midwest in the 3 April months (Fig. 3b), the
T(300) horizontal gradient is enhanced on CON days,
with the coldest air (>−1.5°C difference) located over
southeast areas of the region (Fig. 5a). The outbreak
RH(300) is considerably reduced over southern areas
— in the colder air — contrasted with that to the
north, and prevailing on NON days (Fig. 5a). These
outbreak UT patterns accompany a retreating trough
and approaching ridge, in the mean. For ω and uwind (Fig. 5b), the results are counter to what might
be expected: UT air sinks on CON days but rises on
NON days, giving strong positive differences over
central and southern areas of the region. The former
(CON) result may indicate the tendency for Midwest
outbreaks to occur preferentially in and east of a UT
ridge when data are averaged across mid-season
months (Carleton et al. 2008). This possibility is consistent with the u(300) composite difference map
depicting weaker westerlies (negative u values) over
most of the region on CON days compared to NON
days. These patterns support the apparent role of
horizontal gradients in UT variables for contrail outbreak formation and persistence in the Midwest in
April (cf. Stubenrauch & Schumann 2005), at least, on
synoptic scales (e.g. Table 2b).
In the 3 July months, most of the Mid-Atlantic
region of maximum overlap frequencies (Fig. 3c) sees
colder air (i.e. T(300) negative differences) compared
to NON days, especially toward the northeast (Fig. 6a);
increased RH is toward the west, with decreased RH
to the north and south. Thus, for much of the region,
July contrail outbreaks accompany an intensification
of the normal latitude humidity gradient. The UT ω
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composite difference map (Fig. 6b) shows slightly
reduced ascent of air over most of the Mid-Atlantic
on CON days (i.e. weakly positive values) and, therefore, a stronger gradient of ω(300) contrasted with
NON days. The westerlies appear slightly stronger —
positive u values — on CON days, and a northwest to
southeast oriented pattern of wind speeds contrasts
with NON days (Fig. 6b). This difference pattern
implies stronger horizontal speed shear on outbreak
days, important for contrail spreading and, potentially, an increased climate impact (Jensen et al.
1998a, Duda et al. 2001). Carleton et al. (2008) did not
identify the Mid-Atlantic as a region in their subjective regionalization; instead, the present results
resemble the all mid-season month composites for
outbreaks in the adjacent Northeast given in that
study.
Over the central and southern Midwest in the 3
October months (Fig. 3d), T(300) is around 0.5 to
1.0°C lower (i.e. colder air), and RH(300) is slightly
lower (i.e. drier air), on CON versus NON days
(Fig. 7a), contrasted with higher humidity over northwestern areas. The ω(300) difference map (Fig. 7b)
mostly depicts enhanced subsidence on CON days
accompanying weaker westerlies over most of the
sub-region, thereby resembling the pattern for April
(Fig. 5b). In both transition-season mid-months, the
south-to-north gradient of u(300) difference for the
Midwest implies horizontal anticyclonic shear. Thus,
the Midwest sub-region of maximum overlap frequency in October may express both favorable UT
thermo-dynamics (i.e. cold air, increasing RH) and
horizontal wind shear. These findings are broadly
consistent with the all-mid-season month UT composite anomaly patterns for the Midwest region
defined more subjectively in Carleton et al. (2008),
of sinking air within a warm-cored high pressure.
The issue arises as to the statistical significance
of the difference patterns shown in Figs. 4−7, and
which are based on relatively small samples. Although changes in sign between CON and NON
composites are highly likely to be statistically significant (e.g. Table 3), it is still possible that the difference patterns in Figs. 4−7 result from averaging 2 or
more distinct synoptic situations connected to contrail outbreaks. Classifying each outbreak in terms
of its associated synoptic situation (weather typing)
would address this possibility by depicting the range
of circulation categories and their frequencies, effectively complementing the fixed-grid (i.e. regional)
approach undertaken above (this section) with an
event-based analysis utilizing a variable grid within
each region. A full assessment of the synoptic situa-
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tion accompanying each outbreak in the 2000−2002
the increased gradients are not statistically signifimid-season months, in context of the results precant for T(300), they are significant for SH(300).
sented in Section 4 (4.1 and 4.3−4.5), would involve
Thus, there is reason to believe that the opposition in
determining not just the UT circulation category (e.g.
sign of the SH anomalies between the Gulf and inteDeGrand et al. 2000), but variables such as the gradirior South for January 2000−02 (Fig. 4a) is a real synents of temperature and humidity, vertical motion
optic feature of outbreaks, at least, for this region.
and wind shear, as well as derived variables (e.g.
Clarification of the statistical significance of the comtemperature advection). Such an analysis is beyond
posite fields for other regions necessarily awaits a full
the scope of the present paper, which emphasizes
synoptic analysis of outbreak events.
delineating the outbreak overlap recurring regions
(Sections 3.2, 3.3, and 4.1); identifying the dominant
UT environments accompanying outbreaks in the re4.6. Application to assessing contrail-climate
gions of high overlap frequencies (Sections 3.4 and
impacts
4.2−4.5); and the possible sky-cover changes in those
regions (Section 4.6). However, as a demonstration of
Studies assessing a possible contrail fingerprint in
the value of such an expanded investigation, and its
station climate data generally have utilized the temimplications for statistical significance of the patterns
poral and spatial characteristics of widespread comdepicted in Figs. 4−7, we present a synoptic analysis
mercial jet aviation, i.e. beginning around the midof the 9 longer-duration (> 4 h; i.e. present on at least
1960s, and greatest beneath the major long-term
2 consecutive AVHRR images) outbreak events in the
averaged flight (cruise) corridors (Changnon 1981).
South region (Fig. 3a) for January 2009 (Fig. 9a). As
Further assumed is that a contrail influence involves
indicated above (Section 4.4), this region saw inincreased high-cloud amount (from contrail cirrus),
creased frequencies of outbreaks relative to the 2000−
especially in the absence of an accompanying UT
2002 means, and strong differences between CON
humidity increase required for natural cirrus-cloud
and NON composite environments. The average size
increases (e.g. Boucher 1999, Minnis et al. 2003,
of these 9 outbreaks — including both contrail and
2004, Zerefos et al. 2003, Stordal et al. 2005). For the
intervening clear areas — is 2.22 × 105 km2, but range
central CONUS, a contrail influence on climate might
from 5.61 × 103 to 5.34 × 105 km2. These values are in
be most readily detectable in the fall season (e.g.
line with those determined for the January months
Angell 1990), when natural cloud amounts average
of 2000−2002 (all regions) in Carleton et al. (2008).
lowest. Thus, recent increases in autumn cloudiness
Synoptic conditions were determined within ± 3 h
for this region, producing decreases in surfaceof the AVHRR image on which each outbreak was
received solar radiation (Petersen et al. 1995), may be
recorded, using the NCEP-NCAR ReTable 4. Synoptic analysis of longer-duration (> 4 h, see Section 4.5) contrail outgional Reanalysis dataset (Mesinger
breaks for the South region in January 2009. Circulation categories (CIRCUL)
et al. 2006), which has appropriately
at 500 hPa follow DeGrand et al. (2000); 3 = trough axis, 5 = east of ridge, 6 =
higher spatial and temporal resolueast of trough. Both the departure of the absolute value of vertical shear from
tions than the NNR. As Table 4 shows,
the long-term normal (Δ |SHEAR| = S), and the sign of the temperature
advection (S, C = cold, W = warm), pertain to the layer 300−100 hPa. Departures
there were equal numbers of outof the horizontal gradients of temperature (ΔT-grad) and specific humidity
breaks (3) classified into 3 of the 8 UT
(ΔSH-grad) from the long-term normals at 300 hPa are calculated across the exsynoptic categories identified by Detent of each outbreak. *Significant at p < 0.05 level. (–) Mean cannot be calculated
Grand et al. (2000, their Fig. 11a): east
of a ridge, east of a trough, and trough
Case no.,
CIRCUL Δ |SHEAR| S (C, W) ΔT-grad
ΔSH-grad
axis. This suggests a predominance of
Date (m/d/y)
(m s−1)
(°C km−1)
(g kg−1 km−1)
baroclinic patterns associated with
1, 1/1/09
5
2.78
W
1.31 × 10−3
5.52 × 10−5
longer-duration outbreaks in the South
−4
2, 1/1/09
5
−0.74
W
6.31 × 10
4.53 × 10−5
in January 2009. The statistically sig3, 1/5/09
6
4.80
C
4.10 × 10−3
2.01 × 10−4
nificant greater vertical wind shear
−3
4, 1/8/09
3
21.43
C
−3.04 × 10
9.00 × 10−5
anomaly in the 300−100 hPa layer,
5, 1/11/09
6
0.62
W
−1.00 × 10−3
8.95 × 10−5
−6
implied by the synoptic classification,
6, 1/11/09
3
1.13
C
6.49 × 10
2.51 × 10−4
−3
7,
1/18/09
6
16.84
W
−1.23
×
10
1.63 × 10−4
is confirmed (Table 4) along with the
−4
8, 1/26/09
5
−0.19
C
−1.68 × 10
1.16 × 10−4
approximately equal number of cold
9, 1/28/09
3
11.09
C
−5.33 × 10−4 −8.71 × 10−6
versus warm advection events (see
Average
–
6.42*
–
8.36 × 10−6
1.11 × 10−4*
also DeGrand et al. 2000). Although
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partly contrail-related. As shown in our Fig. 9d and
elsewhere (DeGrand et al. 2000, Carleton et al. 2008),
the central and eastern CONUS can experience the
most contrails and outbreaks in October.
Pending a comprehensive assessment of the contrail-climate signal, we here illustrate the potential
application of the outbreak overlap metric to eastern
CONUS (Midwest-Northeast) sky-cover trends derived from National Weather Service station data for
the fall season (September, October, November) of
1951−1993. The sky cover includes cloud amount as
well as other obstructions to the sky dome, such as
fog, haze, smoke, and dust, which reduce horizontal
visibility (NCDC 2005). Because selected stations
having sky-cover trends in fall do not show corresponding trends in horizontal visibility (Allard 1997),
we confirm that clouds are the dominant contributor
to those observations; the total sky cover is mostly the
total cloud amount, the non-opaque fraction is mostly
high clouds, and the opaque fraction is other cloud
types. Our analysis period begins in 1951 because of
the lack of quality-controlled data prior to then; it
ends in 1993 because the observation frequencies
of the 3 sky-cover variables steadily declined thereafter, with the change from human-observed sky
cover to remote observations of cloudiness from the
Automated Surface Observation System (ASOS) network (Dai et al. 2006). The ASOS does not distinguish
non-opaque from opaque sky cover, and so does not
adequately extend the period of record from human
observations beyond 1993.
Because the period of analysis predates the Travis
et al. (2007) outbreak inventory and overlap climatology (present study), we selected stations based upon
their location in high- versus low-frequency 1° grid
cells of the same sign in both the DeGrand et al.
(2000) and Travis et al. (2007) satellite spatial inventories (i.e. October 1977−1979 and 2000−2002), for
the conjoint Midwest-Northeast region. As shown
(Figs. 2 & 8), the majority of contrails in the central
and eastern CONUS comprise outbreaks. Ten stations were classified as having high frequencies of
contrails and overlaps, with 11 low contrail-frequency stations (Table 5). The station distribution is
primarily a Midwest and inland (i.e. high frequency)
versus Northeast and near-coastal (lower frequency)
pattern (e.g. Figs. 2d & 3d), reflecting both the synoptic climatology of contrails and outbreaks, and different geographic environments. Fig. 10a,b compares
station-averaged normalized (i.e. Z-score, unitless)
values of non-opaque sky cover for the high versus
low contrail-frequency grid cells. Selecting only
those stations in grid cells having the greatest, and
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Table 5. National Weather Service stations in the eastern
conterminous USA, located within grid cells having either
high or low frequencies of satellite-retrieved contrails and
outbreak overlaps in both October 1977−1979 (DeGrand et
al. 2000) and October 2000−2002 (present study)
Stations in high-frequency
grid cells

Stations in low-frequency
grid cells

Akron, OH
Charlestown, WV
Cleveland, OH
Elkins Randolph, WV
Erie, PA
Fort Wayne, IN
Louisville, KY
Rochester, NY
Traverse City, MI
Youngstown, OH

Albany, NY
Allentown, PA
Bridgeport, CT
Burlington, VT
Caribou, ME
Concord, NH
Massena, NY
Norfolk, VA
Philadelphia, PA
Portland, ME
Wilmington, DE

also least, frequencies of contrails and outbreak overlaps in October — 4 stations in each sample — gives
similar results to their respective larger groups of
high and also low outbreak frequencies. Visually, the
high-frequency stations (Fig. 10a) suggest a general
upward trend since about the early 1960s, but a less
clear trend is evident at the low-frequency stations
(Fig. 10b).
Linear slopes of the non-opaque sky-cover trends
calculated for 2 sub-periods defined broadly as ‘prejet’ (1951−1965) and ‘jet’ (1960−1993) confirm this
visual impression: the magnitude of the slopes
changes between the first and second sub-periods
(i.e. a relative slope change), from a non-significant
positive slope to a statistically significant increase (at
a 95% confidence level) for high contrail-frequency
stations (i.e. a relative increase in slope), but relative
decreases at low contrail-frequency stations. Moreover, the station-averaged opaque sky cover and total sky cover for the high-contrail frequency grid cells
both show decreases in relative slope (Fig. 10c,e).
Relatively steep positive slopes in the total and
opaque sky covers for the earlier sub-period may
result from natural cloud increases associated with
atmospheric circulation changes (e.g. Lee & Johnson
1985, Seaver & Lee 1987), producing the overall relative decrease in slopes between the 2 sub-periods.
The contrasting relative slopes of non-opaque sky
cover did not possess this steep positive slope in the
earlier sub-period, and the relative increase in slope
suggests an association with contrail cirrus (cf.
Petersen et al. 1995, their Fig. 4), and not the atmospheric circulation changes. We undertook sensitivity
tests to change the start and end years of the ‘pre-jet’
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Fig. 10. Trends of (a,b) non-opaque, (c,d) opaque and (e,f) total sky cover (slope and standard error) for 1951−1993 averaged
for 10 stations located in high contrail-frequency areas (High contrail, a,c,e), and 11 stations located in low contrail-frequency
areas (Low contrail, b,d,f) (Table 5)

sub-period (not shown), and determined the number
of years required to detect trends of specific magnitude (cf. Weatherhead et al. 1998). These analyses
indicate that the slopes of the earlier sub-period are
influenced by the reduced data availability. Altering
the beginning and end dates of the ‘pre-jet’ subperiod does not generally change the relative slope
differences between sub-periods, indicating the
robustness of the results; the standard errors of the
slopes given on Fig. 10 indicate the uncertainty in the
slopes.
For opaque sky cover at low contrail-frequency stations, the relative slope increase (Fig. 10d) is not significant, and the overall relative decrease in total sky

cover (Fig. 10f) mimics the relative decrease in nonopaque sky cover (Fig. 10b). Given differences in
station-averaged trends of sky cover — especially the
non-opaque fraction — between high and low contrail-frequency grid cells, we plotted trends of the
daily percent possible sunshine (not shown). For the
available period of record most closely corresponding to the sky-cover data (i.e. 1965−93), there is
essentially no trend in sunshine duration at the low
contrail-frequency stations (slope = 0.00094 ± 0.016),
but a steady, statistically significant increase (slope =
0.03811 ± 0.015, > 95% confidence level) at the highfrequency stations. This difference corresponds, respectively, to the low contrail-frequency and high-
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frequency station groups reporting little change and
relative decreases in opaque sky cover, versus little
change and relative increases in non-opaque sky
cover. For all seasons in the 1971−2003 period averaged for the CONUS, Sun et al. (2007) report decreased frequencies of low clouds and upward trends
in their base height, and upward trends in frequency
of cloud bases at > 3.6 km altitude.

5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
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regional/mid-season differences in the relative
importance of controls broadly defined as thermodynamic (temperature, RH) and dynamic (vertical
motion, horizontal wind). As examples, for the Midwest in April, generally colder and UT conditions
appear to be associated with a retreating trough and
approaching ridge on outbreak days, contrasted with
the South in January, which exhibits an apparent signature of the STJ (horizontal wind shear, upward vertical motion, increased RH on the equatorward side
and decreased RH on the poleward side). Confidence
in the likely statistical significance of the shear and
humidity patterns, at least, comes from an eventbased synoptic analysis of the 9 longer-duration outbreaks in the South for January 2009.
Applying the overlap method to long-term (1951−
1993) NWS observations of sky cover in the eastern
CONUS for the season of greatest expected impact of
contrails and contrail cirrus (i.e. fall) suggests its utility in climate impacts studies. Trends stratified
according to high versus low frequencies of contrails
and outbreak overlaps are statistically most different
for the post-1965 non-opaque sky cover, and consistent with a contrail influence on increasing high
cloudiness in the Midwest. These results encourage a
fuller investigation for wider areas and the other midseason months, to more definitively characterize the
contrail signature in station climate data.

For determining mid-season month UT climate
diagnostics (i.e. composite averages) of clear-sky
contrail outbreaks, and assessing a possible contrail
signature in station trends of sky-cover variables for
the second half of the 20th century, we developed a
satellite image- and GIS-based metric of overlapping
occurrences (outbreak overlaps) for the CONUS at
1° × 1° spatial resolution. The overlap metric is somewhat analogous to that used to verify mesoscalemodel forecasts of contrail layers (Stuefer et al. 2005).
The distribution and frequencies of overlaps broadly
agree with those of individual contrails given in
Travis et al. (2007), although with differences of detail. Strong spatial variations in mapped overlap frequencies for consecutive mid-season months (i.e.
January to April to July to October to January) are
related primarily to atmospheric circulation, especially the UT and tropopause-level gradients of temAcknowledgments. This research was supported by Natioperature and associated jet streams (i.e. thermal
nal Science Foundation grants 0099011 and 0099014 (Travis
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